SAE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT VISIT TO TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NEW DELHI (4th August’15)

To nurture the budding minds of our country, to instigate science and technology into them, SAE International organizes AWIM (A World In Motion) event every year. The same event is celebrated in India cordially. This year on 04th August SAE NIS organized an event in Tagore International School in which President of SAE International and other SAE top members came together and interacted with the AWIM participants.

SAE International President Dr. Richard Greaves honored the school students with his gracious presence. Accompanying Mr. Greaves many other respected names in the field of technology were also present viz. Mr. Murli Iyer – Executive Advisor Global Affairs (SAE International), Mr. Alok Jaitley – Convener SAE NIS AWIM/ Vice Chairman Student competition & Vice president MSIL Engg (Body Design), Mr. Rakesh Sood – Vice Chairman Student activities SAE NIS & MD of M/S Trim India, Mr. Anup Kacker –
The day started with the welcome note from the Head Mistress of Tagore International School followed by the melodious School prayer. Next Dr. Greaves explained the purpose behind the initiation of AWIM event. He also mentioned how AWIM is creating scientific and technological awareness into junior school students.

Dr. Greaves and Mr. Iyer interacted with the school students, encouraged them to become Engineers, scientists and explained how there is plethora of opportunities for the young students in the field of technology. The school children presented their journey in AWIM till now and also demonstrated few of their jet toys and skimmers, overwhelming the audience with their sheer talents. Finally came the turn to congratulate the last year performers and to acknowledge their exemplary endeavors in AWIM. In 2014, Tagore International School qualified for the international round in Jet–toy category and CCA School qualified for the national round in Skimmer category. The
students of Tagore International and CCA School received a token of appreciation from the top honchos of SAE. It was not only a moral boost up for the last year performers but also encouraged this year’s would be participants to thrive for greater glory.
The zeal, the talent, the passion in the little fellows was something to look at and to admire. The presence of enigmatic personalities in the school filled the hearts of the students with joy, inspiration and dream, dream for a better future dream for a better tomorrow.

By AWIM Coordinator (Soumya Ghosh)